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Bio 
As co-founder and CEO of Premier Consulting Partners, Russell Brown has led and 
developed a dynamic group of business leaders for the company since 2005.  Premier, a 
multi-disciplined firm, offers 360° strategic solutions in employee benefits, risk 
management, human resources, and wealth management for both personal and 
business.   
 
Russell’s vision behind this advanced planning system was derived from his 16 years in the 
financial services industry serving as a life insurance analyst. Coupled with his extensive 
community banking relationships, this positioned Russell to fill a void in the marketplace. 
Bringing financial services and banking together; this proprietary, fully-integrated and 
advisory approach offered through Premier has made Russell and his firm one of the most 
sought-after advanced planning advisors in the Region. Collaboratively delivering some of 
the most sophisticated advance planning and tax advantage solutions available to a 
growing number of business owners across the country.  
 
Along the way, Russell and his team have collected a long list of success stories.  
 
As a graduated from the University of Arkansas with a B.S. in Agricultural Business, he 
proudly represented the Razorbacks Athletic Department as an offensive lineman for four 
consecutive years. He has carried on that team spirit not only to his firm but also to various 
organizations he supports. Russell is a proud member of NAIFA, an AVB advisory board 
member, Citizens State Bank board member, Bristow Board of Education School board 
member, Chairman of Mortgage Bankers Funding Services, Inc and Young Presidents 
Organization member. While Russell is a 16-year Million Dollar Round Table Member, a 
seven-time Top of the Table member, his most proud accomplishments are his 22 years of 
marriage to his lovely wife and raising 5 children with the same core values he instills at 
Premier. 
 
Fun on Purpose. Humbly Confident. Fiercely Committed. Big Hearted.  
 
 


